
It's Christmas Time
X-Mas Styles for Women

The Sophisticat underwear series' impressive features include its bold colors, elegant cuts and many enchanting details. The high-quality

material ensures that the garment fits well and is comfortable to wear.

Skiny enhances the styles with an exciting mix of jacquard tulle and floral lacework. In the padded bra, the dot mesh over the cup continues

directly into the straps. There is an exquisite underlay of tulle on the thong and bikini briefs to keep the styles opaque, yet to maintain the

shine-through effect. The highlight is a chemise made from dot mesh with a lacy underlay around the cups. A small tag with a cat motif in

rose gold adds a decorative touch. A plain black kimono goes perfectly with it.

X-Mas Styles for Men

The season to celebrate love is getting close, and here is the perfect gift idea: boxers and cool socks in a trendy cliff shade, decorated

with details in festive red. The boxers in a cotton/elastane mix in exquisite single jersey quality boast a perfect fit and are very comfortable

to wear. A sporty note is struck by the contrasting seams in bright red and in the elasticated waistband emblazoned with the Skiny wording

all round. The socks with the reindeer motifs are an amusing styling edition for the festive season. The contrast range for Christmas

features red inserts on the toes, heels and cuffs. The boxers and socks are available in a gift box as a Christmas special.
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Being yourself – and sometimes something completely different. Wherever life takes you. Surprising and spontaneous. Whatever mood you are in. 
Self-confident and uncomplicated. 24 hours a day. From morning until morning. Skiny provides this freedom for both women and men.
Skiny. Part of Life.
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